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       EXTENDED CO-ORDINATION THEORY OF 

                 VALENCY. IV. 

           Configuration of Compounds of Transition Elements. 

               13y Pvu~t:aRO Tsucmun, Masalvsa Konavnsltl and 
                               lfis.no I{u[covn. 

    It has already been perceived by Werner that the concept of complex 

formation is an important generalization throughout inorganic chemistry. The 

attempt of the work reported in this series of papers is to extend hia co-ordina-

tion theory to wider scope, not only ho inorganic simple compounds b[it also to 

organic ions and molecules. In the preceding papers°'="r it has been shown [hat 

the configuration of compounds of -typical elements can be found merely by 
regarding all the chemical linkages as co-ordinate covalences and applying the 

rule of syvrmetrical co-ordination : in other words, the configuration of molecules 

and ions is given by simply co-ordinating around a central cation a few ions, 

polar molecules and, in special cases, electrons. "Phc present paper deals with 
the configuration of rnmpoundg of transition elements. It is, however, convenient 
to summarize briefly the treatment of typical elements before taking up compounds 

of transition elements, since the latter can be treated in a similar manner to the 

former. 

           Configuration of Compounds of Typical Elements. 

    The method of finding configUl'atlon of compounds of typical elements is as 

fol loins. 

([) The central ion or atom is deprived of its elections till there results a cation 
whose effective atomic number is equal to the atomic number of the nearest 

inert-gas element or the last member of the eighth group of the periodic table, i. 

e., nickel, palladium or platinum. , 

(z) Arround the cation are co-ordinated ions, molecules and electrons. 

(3) The number of electrons to be co-ordinated is found by the formula, 

     [) R. Tauchidn, B+rlf. CAem. Soc. J:prre, 14, lot Q939)• 
     2) R. Tsuchida, Thit Jorrrarrl, 13, 3[ (1939). 

    3) IL Tsuchida and Ai. Kobayashi, Y'kit Jrurnnl, 13, fit ([939)•
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where C. I and K are respectively the charges of the central cation, the ligand 

anion and the radical ion whose configuration is required, and a ,is the nurnber 

of electrons to he co-ordinated. 
~(q) The pairs of such electrons are treated just as other ligands in co-ordination, 
though they arc .latent in the extrnal configuratioiL, Accordingly the term `co-

OR11naCIJn number' is here used in a tvidcr sense, meanins the total number of 
ligands including the pairs of electrons besides ions and molecules. 

(5) The co-ordination number, together with the rule of synuuctrical co-ordina-
tion, decides the quan[ization around the central ion. According as the co-

ordination nnmber is ttvo, three, four, six or .eight, the quantization is digonal, 
trigonal,.tetrahedral, octahedral or cubic. The gaantizations are given below. 

(6) If the ion or Iitoleatle whose cmtfiguration is required contains as ligands 
only ions and molecules but no electrons, the configuration has the same sym-
metry as the quantization. If, on the contrary, the ion or molecule in question 

Itas besides these ligands a pair or pairs of electrons as imaginary ligands, the 

configuration is different from that expected from the number of the apparent 
ligandv. P'or instance, SO.,, NO-, etc. have as latent ligand one hair of electrons 

each, and therefore the co-ordination number is three. Other triatomic ions and 

molecules such as 'CIO_-, H.O, etc. havz hvo pairs of elecfrats, and hence the 

co-ordination number is four. ht spite of the difference in the co-ordination 
number, however, the external configuration is V-shaped all alike. Contrihntion 

of these electrons can be perceived rally in tht diferencc of the bending angle 

which is [ao° for the former group and 709° (or the latter. R is also due to 

such electrons that theSorm of iAH„ SQ;, etc. is pyramidal instead of being a 

plane triangle. 
    Some examples of finding the confi~ufation are shotrn in Table I. 

                                Table I.

Inn or
molecWe

Central
cation

Appnrenl
ligands

C rL h' a
Electron

palls

Imo.
nrclinntion

mm~her
(~rlanlization Configuration

BeOe Re** z O' z 4 -a a 0 z digonal linear' (r8o°)
co, C~r- O- 4 4 0 0 0

NO:
SO,

Llsr
Rw

O=
O-

5F 4
4

_a
1 3

[rigonal V-shaped (im°)

CIO.; COt x 0= 7 4 -r 4 4 tetcahe<Iral V-shaped Qo9°)
OfL Oc. z t [' fi z 0 4 z 4

SO Snf 0= 6 0 4 3 [rignnal

SO.,
Sna

z O'

3 O'
4 0

0 a

t

0
3 trian;tilar (xm°J

~s~ 0= fi .z r 4 tetrahedral pyramidal (io9°)
SOa 4 O• R -z 0 a 4 tetnhednl (io9°)
SFr 6 F^ fi 0 0 0 6 octahedral octahedral (90°)~
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                 Quantization aroundthe Central Ion. 

    The co-ordination Ml:es place by setting lone-pair electrons of ligands in the 

orbitals around the central ion, accordi~ig to the rule of symmetrical co-ordination 

and at the same time satisfying certain wavrmeehanieal conditions. Snch orbitals 

must be equally and symmetrically distributed around the central ion, and the 

«•ays of dividing the space around a center into equal parts synnnetrically are 
naturally limited in number, that is, to divide into two, three, four, sis, eight, 
ete. Accordingly the quantization around the central ion nmst consist of as many 

eigenfunctions, and is digonal, frigonal, tetrahedral, tetragonal, octahedral or cubic. 

    Ther-eroth order eigenfunctions for the tetrahedral bonds in carbat com-

pounds have been derived by Paining" and the quantization, just as it is, can be 
applied to other co-ordination compaiuuls. Ry a similar calculation, the presCnt 

authors' have obtained the digonal and the frigonal quantization. 
The digonal quantization. 

                                              (t) 

The frigonal quantization. 

3 
1 
3 

3 

The tetrahedral quantization. 

                                      (3) 

    \~rhereas (or e]cmenG whose atomic number is less than ten are not allowed 
co-ordination numbers higher than fow;'~ there arc, ]towever, sexa-coordinate and 

    q) L Paining, J. Am. Chem. Soe, fi3; r3Gi G93~)• -

(1939)
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octa-coiirdinate con)pounds for elements of higher atomic numbers. The following 

octahedral functions derived by the present authorsst arc somewhat different from 

those by Paining.') 

The octahedral quantization.

I~ i , , 

3 

Yt~ ~6 s+~~~ P= ~
1 cl+ ~ d 

a yoio= ~ 6 s- ~~ ^ pv- ~~ d<- ~ rlr 

tetragonal configuration, as is found in 1 

to the octahedral c uantization and will bE

~4)

    "1'h
e plane )ivalent platinous cony 

pounds, belongs 1 discussed below. 'fhe 

cubic quantization cncrived by the present authors"' is as follow,. 

The cubic quantization.

5)

y/xxxx=^%~ (s-~r=+I'v+P.+rly+dv_+d:=)t~~';_d+4.%p ' 

y~xx7=,~ ~ (s+P=+PY-F-"F I~Y-dY, r,;=)-~~ ~_ rt -4~ ̀ <z:. 
y~xix= •./ ~ (s+P=-Pr+P.-dr-dr,+d )-4 ~ 2 r~=-q~ ~ d,. 

        1 `~ ; 1 
yrrxx=~ s (S-P=+Pr+P_-d=,+dY:-da)-~,~ ~ d,-4~ Z d,. 

yr~xti= ~~~ (s+Q -pr-p,-d:r+dv_-d )+ ~ 2 rf +~~ 2 d_ 

y~r xT=~ ~ (s-P=+Pr-P,-d~-dY:+dy)+ ~ 2 d:+4~ d,. 
     1 ~3 t 

y~rx=~~ (•C-P:-Pr+?z-I-d:v-n'v:-rt )+~~~~ r~+4~V d,. 

yGt~t= J S (s-?:-Pv-P.+rlv+dv:+d„)-4~ 2 d,-q~ Z rl,. 

R. Tsuchidn and Dl. Kahnys+hi~ not yet published.

(5)
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   The suffixes (r (o), (t t t), etc. show that the functions have maxima in the 

directions of the normal lines to the faces (t to), (1 t t), etc. in Miller's notatiat. 
    In some special cases are required nine eigenfunctions. As an example may 

be cited K,[~V(CN)s~, of which the electronic distrbution will be discussed ]ater. 

The set of nine eigenfunctions consists of the cubic functions (5) and the ninth, 

S<%~, (h), e•hich is normalized in itself and orthogonal to [he cubic functions. A 
similar case. is found in the aromatic quantization: "t 

                                        ~~ 
                                        _ 2 

    The original' eigenfunctions are as follows. 

                                ~~.v= ~t'' sin- 0 sin zrp. 
                s= t.                                 d

n,='Jt 5 sin t1 cos Usin ~. 

          p,= ~ 3 sin N cos ~.                                 dR=+~15 sin O cos B cos fO. (~) 
            pn= sin U sin y. .~-

                                   rla _-~ 5 sin' B cos 2fo. 

z 

    1~he bond strength of these qu.vttirations as will as that (or the original 

functions is shown in Table II. 

                             Table TI.

P.igenLwtlion
illaaimmn value 

   in (A~/

bond

Original J r.oaa

JN. rr. r.73z

Jay. Jy:~ d_a d . r.936

J.. z.z36

I rigonal d.oo. dmo• r.93r
'1'rigonal

d.ro. do.n dsy.• r.99t

Tetrahed ml d..,• d.rn dr rt. drs.• z.ooa

Octahedral d.~o. droa. d...a. dan.~ daa.. char =-sea

lLhic d.... d..r, d.v~ don d.rr~.dun'drn~ drrn• z.Sr6

Aromatic 673z

NinW dayz=z J._ a3 r/a. 2236

As 

(2.

can 

9'4)

be seen from Table tl, the octahedral quantization gives the 

  It may be understood as the reason why the octahedral

strongest 

configura-
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lion so ~>redominates throughout the elements, except the ten lightest elements 

for .vhich, as has been mentioned above, the quantization more complicated than 

the tetrabedral is impossible. Also the fact that the configuration of quadri-

coordinate complexes of transition elements tvhicb have several electrmts in in-

complete d--shell is coplanar instead of being tetrahedral may be explained as due 

[o this extraordinary bond strength of the octahedral quantization. As regards 

this problem. it will be treated later. 

           Classification of Compounds of Transition Elements. 

    Ions and molecules containing transition elements can be classifn:d into five 

groups according W the effective atomic number of their central ions or atoms. 

The first group includes the compounds «•hose central ions :u~e of the inert-gas 

type, or in other a^ords, have the effective atomic number equal to tlnit of an 

inert-gas clement. Such compounds may be represented by chromate, perman-

ganate, zirconate, hexachlorozirconeale, etc. tvhiclt correspond to sullthatc, perrh-

lorate, orlhosilicate, tluorosilicate, etc. The second group consists of the 

compounds whose central ion has the same effective atomic number as tervalent 

luthenic ion, i.e., 65. This group is exemplified by perrhenate ion tvhicb cones-

pond to perchlorate ion among the compomtds of typical elements and also to 

permanganate ion in the first group. Tn the third group belong the conq)ounds 
which have central ions or atoms of the same effective atomic number as nickel, 

palladium or platinum. As examples of svdt compounds may be cited niclccl 
carbonyl, mercuric chloride, and many colourless complexes, e.g., [Ag(NH:,),]*, 

[Cu(CN),]' , [7n(H_O),;]++, etc. A number of compounds of typical elements such 
as [SnCI„]=, Pb(C,Hs)„ etc. belong to the same type as this group. The fourth 

group includes all the rare-earth compounds except those belonging to the first 
and the second group. In these contltounds, however, the unsaturated qf--shell 
is screened by 5s- and 5p-shells, and, ,therefore, the behaviour of the central inn 
in chemical combination is similar to those of the first group. The fifth and the 

last group contains the compounds whose central ions are unsaturated in d-shells. 

Since only this group is subjected to ditlerent treatment from others in finding 
the configuration, it is more convenient to classify the compounds of transition 

elements into two kinds. The compowtds of the first, the second, the third and 
the fourth group belong Co the first kind, and those of the filth with unsatum[ed 

d-shells. to the second. 

    examples of these. groups are given in "Fable ]II.
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KinJ Grocp 6xmnplc
Central

ion
IilTcclir~c

alomic no.

Elcctronic confilvration.

ss u z/~ V :r1 .3J 4r 4fi 4Q 4I Sr 5J Sd

I
lnertjw

lypc

Cr(/,i

(La(NI Is~]s+

Cf~i+

Lr++

La'+

Lg(A~

3I>(Kr)
54(`te)

~

z

2

2

z G

z G

z 6

2 (.

z 6 Io

x 6 Io

z G

z 6 ro z 6

Y.,eodo-
i nerl-gas

type

Rc(1.i Rc~+ GS(i.ux+) z G _ G ro _ G ro Iq z 6

iN
nble-

metal
type

Ig01_

Agt

1 {g~•

gC(P.I)

7g(pl) z
z 6

G

z (, Io

z fi ro

z G Io

z 6 Io Iq
z 6 ro

4
Rarc-earlh
complex

S I.+ 47 z z G _ ( rc _ 6 Io ~7 z G

5
Unsalu-

rnlerl
lmnsilion

lype
[I'IS'Irl"

h'e}+

Y(++

z3

7A

z

2

x G

z h

'- G S

z h m
z 6 ro Iq z 6 G

           Configuration of Compounds of the First Kind of 

                        Transition Elements. 

    13y a method quite simil:+r to that fur typical elements, the configuration of 

compounds of tr:u+sitioa elements of this kind can be found very simple, even 

more simply than in the cases for the former. The configuration is digonal, 

trigonal, tetrahedral, octahedral or cubic according asthe co-ordination number is 

two, three, four, six or eight respectivclp. Examples are shown in Table IV. 

                              'Fable ]V .

Group inn or mnlceuM Centrnl
ion

rrreer~e
Glom. nn. Ligands

G.orcl.
numlcr

Quantir~tion and
rnnfi£unli.rn

CtOa° CFF iS(A) q0' 4 lel nnc~dnl

C~O.,Ch z0 : zCh

7tnaa'
''/
.rat (~I+r) 40°

1 [%rCIF]° GC.I- 6 nclaLedral

\lnnt i0`: 3r._

C~CIfi]° Cet+ 5q(ae) 6C1-

[La(N[h~]at Laat SNIIz 8 cuLic

ReO. Re%+ GSQ.uz+J q0° 4 tetrahedral

z CR~OsFa]° \\'nt z0°; qF- G oet.dmdral

OsFe Oss* SF- 8 cvLic
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Ni(COJi Ni zS(Ni) qC0 4 IeUnlmdnl

[CuCla]~ (a+ ~~_
3 trignnal

Zo(Glis} Zn""-F zC_I[s z digonal

3 [7rr(FLnk]=t 6H_O fi oelnlrcdral

[Ag(NIh}]t Agt g6(Pd) zN[i~ z digonal

[aKN[[:~17=' Cdc+ qN[[~ 4 lclndmdral

I IgCI, lig=a. 7>>(PQ zCl- z digonal

4 [Pr(NI{~~] Pr~+ S~ SNI[,y ___. 3 caLic

           Configuration of Compounds of the Second Kind of 

                         Transition Elements. 

     Whereas the central ion of compounds except those of the fifth group con-

 tains no or ten r!-electrons, in compounds of the fifth group, however, the rf-shell 
 of the ccntml ion is neither empty nor full These d-electrons, their energy 

 levels being nearly equal to the co-ordination level, seem to have more or less 

 influence on the co-ordination quantintion. \Vhen there are six ligands, however. 

 the configuratimt is octahedral, no matter how thu d-shell may be. This fact 
 may be understood by assuming that the octahedral bond is so strong tlctt the 

 configuration is scarcely afYccted by the existence of unsaturated d-shell. 
     The configuration of quadri-coordinate compounds of the second kind is 

planar instead of being tetrahedral. For example the effective atomic number of 
 cupric ion in [Cu(NH9)q~**is 2j, i e., there are nine d-electrons. The configura-

 tion of such compounds can be easily understood by assuming that the octahedral 

 quantization is the most stable and many central ions have strong tendency to 
take this quantization i( the condition is favourable. Lt [Cu(NFT;,),~++ there are 

 only Four ligands and two pairs of electrons are required to complete the octa-

 hedral quantization. It is assumed that these electrons are supplied from the 
 incomplete r!•shell. Then four electrons in tnvo pairs are co-ordinated around the 

 cupric ion with four ammonia molecules. Here again the rule of symmetrical 
 co-ordination requires that the (our ammonia molecules are arranged in a plane 

 and the two pairs of electrons in the hvo orbitals perpendicular to the plane. 
 The apparent configuration, therefore, is syuare, the electrons being latent in the 

 external configuration. 
     The participation of two pairs of electrons in formation of the quadri•coor-

 dinate complexes is analogous to the co-ordination of pairs of electrons in simple 

 molecules and radical ions of typical elements, such as NFI„ H.,O. SO,', etc. 
     It is interesting to note that there has never been found a planar complex 

 whose Central ion has three or less rf-electrons. This fact supports the hypothesis
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that the square configuration results frpm the octahedral quantization by the par-
ticipation of two pairs of rf-electrons. 

    Similar cases are found when ciglt[ ligands are co-ordinatcd around an ion 
of a transition element which has an unsaturated d-shell. Por example the 

central ion of [~V(CN),]'- has yo electrons, of which 6S fill orbits completely up 

to 5P and hvo helong to Sd-shell. Such a pair of electrons panicipatcs in co-

ordination with eight cyanide ions to saturate the nine co-ordination orbitals, i.e., 
the cubic functions (5) and the ninth (6). Also in this case requires the rule of 

s}~mntetrical co-ordination the electron pair to be in the ninth orbital. 

    Examples of finding the configuration of complex ions of the unsaturated 

transition type are given in Table V. 

                             Table ~.

6 (1939)

d•131ectrnns

Cont7dcz inn
Centr.

iuu
);Fi~c[.
al_ no. in cr.-nrdi-

Li~ands
Co-unl.
mimlmr

Quamiza-
tinn

Gmfilnua-
tinn

r4sl.efl nated

C~'MI'N)nl' 1:C4a 24 0 6CN' 6 octaLedral nctaLalrnl

[Cr~(Nf i~~;]at Crv4 24 f n 6N1{a !,

[C r(NIIz)~]zt Cr~ 4 zr 3 a 6NI [~ 6

Cu~•+ 27 5 4 gii,0; 2; 6 aquarc

A~41 q5 i 4 gCsTi;N; 2:

[1'ti~l.~]~ pI P# 76 4 4 qCl-; z 6

[PlClr,]~ ' j+114 7q 6 0 6C1- 6 nclahcdral

\\'A4 70 O 2 SCN-: 2:
n mc-

innC lnnCll
cubic

               a pair of eleclmn+ 

             Configuration of Sexa-coordinate Complex Ions, 

    It is now possible to predict the configuration, i( only the composition of an 

ion or a molecule is given. A number of examples have already been shown 

above and in the preceding papers, but it is not unnecessary to add some more 

examples together with the empirical data for quadri-coordinate and sexa-coordinate 

complexes of transition elements. 

    It has been stated that the configuration u( sexa-coordinate compounds of 

transition elements as well as of typical elements is octahedral Ions and molecules 

whose configuration has been proved as octahedral arc shown in "Cable VI. 

    It is of interest to note that complexes of central ions whose effective atomic 

number is ?t, zq., 42 or 74 surpass in number those of the effective atomic 

number of the corresponding inert-gas or pseudo-inert-gas element. This fact is 

due to the stability of complexes of teryalent chromium, bivalent iron, tervalent
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               'f
able VI.

AN77 IT. KUR(11'A Vnl. %l11

1•:7fcctivc al. uo. 
of thc. ccmr. irm

cR 

z~

z3 

z4

25 

z6 

z7 

z3 

36 

4z 

4~ 

70 

7z 

7S

Complex inns

[c~(ri_o~;]+~, [crFSx;o]=, [c~(Nlr,):ctl+", [cdNiya,7a`. 

[TLt(NHa~]1'+, [FeFe]•r, etc. ' 
_[Fe(NHa~]`~• CFe(NO,k]'~, [~NO_~]~• [Cc(Nilak.]a~. 

  [a(NHa)scq". [cA(Nxa~x_o]a«. [cn(Nlr,){NO:>,7-, 

[Ni(NHa~;]+i', [Ni(CtIaNII_j~]++, [Ni(NO_~]+', etc 

[7.n(I{pOk]++, [Zn(NlCa~]t'"', e[c 
[Z.rCI~]~, [\foOaFa]a", [ZrFs]=, etc 

[Rh(NO._~aa-, [RL(NIIa}~Cl]++, eta 

[L(NO.}]~-, [PtCls]', [['IBrS]=. [PI(tiCNk]=, etc.

cobalt, Icrvalcnt rhodium, tervalcnt iridium and quadrivalent 

stability of these complexes in turn suggests the stable electronic 

the rl--shell, which is clear from tltc following table. 

                                '1':ilile V f 1.

platlillln). Z, 11C 

configuration in

1?Ilect. nt. Electronic configurnlion

nn.
StaLle mmples

Inerl•[~^as Aernel d•Shel I

~~ [C~(NHa~;]at i3 (AJ 3

~4 C~dCN~:]'~ rs „ fi

r8 fi

4z 36 (RrJ L

74 (Ir(NO~s]~' 48 (Lua~) fi

[PICIs]= 63 .~ 6

   It is, therefore, assumed that the electronic configuration in the d-shell of a 
complex has a similar symmetry to its external configuration. In order that dtc 
three or six electrons have an octahedral symmetry, they must occupy a Stoner 

grouplet, i.e., a set of orbitals represented by d~,, r(~. and d.,. 

            Configuration of Quadri-coordinate .Complex Ions. . 

    IC can be predicted that the configuration of quadri-coiirdinatc ions and 

molecules is tetrahedral, except those whose central ions have four to nine d-

elegtrons, and the configuration of the latter is square. Quadri-COiirdinate com-
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pounds of transition 

tabulated hclo«-.

elements whose conliguration is known as tetrahedral arc

'I'xblc
VIII.

tifledive al. no. Inns and molewlcw
of I6e ¢nlr. mn

r8'

clh
lnoft', etc.

36 \1n(1,~ , elc.

46 [Ag(S~osyc)rinolin}_]+; [(wl(CN),] e1C

6S \VO~ , RcO~ , clc.

7a

78

A platinum complex [Pt(CIT,),CI] Las six d-electrons and the configur.ttion is 

expected [u be planar, but nevertheless if is tetrahedral according to Cox and 

Webstet:"~ This is the only contradiction so far encountered. 

    Quadri-co(irdinated ions and molecules which have been proved to be planar 
arc given in Table 1?C. .

'1'nblc I\
.

Effective at. nn. 
of the oentr. ion

25 

'~

x~

4.}

35 

76

inns and molcroulcs

[Ni(CN)a]=, [Ni(Rt(:0.~]=, [Ni(salicvlal.toxim),], 
 [Nlx.(R,P}], [NIIdAs(Ca'ts),~], CIC. 

[CoQ1.0)~]"*, [Cu(snlicy]aldnxim)t], [GQace[ylaeetune)_], 
 [Cu(Irenzylaccdwe}], [Cu(diprnpiony'Imetbane):,], 

 [Cu(_;-ddnr..acclylamlme}], [CuCI(Cyl [yN}], 
 [CuCI,_ dimelbylglyoxim], [Cu(pimlinic acid},], ele. 

[Pd(CN)a]=, CPdCI.i]~, CPd(NIIah]i'', [i'd cn.]++. Ct'tl(5s(:n:~]=, 
 [PdCI;(3teS}], [ed(sa)icylaldosim}], etc. 

[Ag(picolinic acid}.]. 
[etch]', Cet(Nt[t).~]+*, [Pt cn:]~", Cl'~f~_C_Os)c]~, [etX~(IiS}], 

 [Pt%.(R~P}], [I't\.(R~As}], [PtS{RaSb}], [1't(CN)a]=,

   The fact that complexes 

the great majority of planar 

A remarkable regularity is 

central ions.

of bivalent nickel, palladium and 

compoun(ts suggests the stability of 

found among the effective atomic

platinum otcupp 

these complexes. 

numbers of their

6) E. G. Cos and R. G R'eluley Z. .Sirrl., 90, $fit (1935}
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I4lfect. al. no.
StaLlc phumr

cumplex

F.Icclrnnic cnnfilnvati

Inert-gaa
kernel

d•Shell

nn

Corordination
Ievd

zl

7~

[Ni(CI~]°

[Pd(NH,~] tt

r8(A)

3«tir) .
fi8(l.uN')

4

4

4

4

4

4

    Here again holds the assumption that the electratic configuration in the 

d-shell of a comple. has a similar symmetry to its -external configuration. Four 
d-electrons, therefore, must belong to one and dte same Stoner grouplet, i.e., in 

d~ and r/,. 

               Electronic Configuration and Magnetism. 

    It is now possible to predict the-configuration of inns and molecules if their 

composition is known. At the same time the electronic configuration of the co-

ordination level can be decided, by postulxtind that the co-ordination functions 

could not be of different p[incipal quantum numbers. Examples for typical 

elements are shown in Table XI. 

                               Table \1.

7nn nr nmlecule z, u J5 /'r zh 3+ ~ 3/'. 30= 3ds ,id, 3 ~r 3dr= 3d+s

ReO._ , RO_

ROzz-, COy , NO~ , RCh

lilza RcP,~ ,-C17„ NII.+

NO~ .

NII„ OIIz*
OII_

SiOa+-, POa~. SOa , CIOa
PC ,z-, SOs~, clOs
-SO,y A1C1~
SO.

CIOn

z

z

z

z

z

z

2

12
/2 2I

2 21

IZ 2 2 21

~= 2 z

~3 2 2 21

a 2 2~
z

z

2

a

z

2

2

z

z

z

z

z

z

2

2

z

z '

~Z 2 2
12~ -2

2 2
ZI

I2 2 Z~
Ia 2 2 2~

z ~2 2 2 2 2 Z~

_ rn-ordiwled elecl rnn pair 12 2 2 2~ telrahczlral quanliznlian

octahedrnl quanliznlion2 2 digonal gonulizalim~

2 Z 2 I tri6rooal quzatizalioo
~ 2~Z~~

   The electro~t 

as well, i(a (e tv 

above, two pairs

distribution in compounds 

assumpfions are allowed 

of d-electrons arc assumed

of transition elements can be decided 

(or d-electrons. As has been stated 

to promote to the co-ordination level

(1939)
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in the planar quantization~and a similar case is assumed for contlwunds of nine-

functioned co-ordination. As regards tke electrons left in unsaturated .l-shells, 

are invoked the follokcing assumptions. Since Ute distribution of such electrons 

must naturally he affected b}' the configuration of the co-ordination sphere, it is 

postulated that they are distributed in orbitals arranged alter the synunetry of 

rite external configuration, that is, the rLelecfrons occupy first the Stoner grouplet 

of six or four according as the external configuration is octahedral or planar, 

Sidgtvick's grouplet rule" being assumed. The electronic configuration in com-

pounds of transition elements of the first series are as follows. 

                            Table \lf.

inn nr binlecnle IJ-}/1 3= r, 3~= ,Way 3.Iy: 3d;: 4J 414 4/'e 4/~= 4=: qr1:

z

z

x

J

z

J

z

z

z

TiOie-~ V

[CJ(N IiJk]

[Nc(l;N~;]
[F•r{cNk]

[Ni(CN)i]~
Ni(lTn),i

[~^(Li_n~] r~

O~en, CrO.~ ~ btnOa

>-

++

[S

tS

~S

Js

s

JS

JS

rS

rs z

z

z

z

z

J

z

z

z

~2 2 2 2

~2 2 2 2 2 zl

Iz 2 2 2 2 2~

~2 z z z z z~

I~ t 2 z 21

~' 2 2 2 2~
2~~l 2 l

Iz 2 2 2 2 2~

~~ z z z z Z~

~2 2 2 2~

to-nnlinated electron lnir 

1¢I rahedral quantlxalinn

tl

~2 2 2 2 2 21
planar gnantixalinn 

ocmLedral quantizatinn

    1'he 

series is

electronic 

as follows.

configuration in compounds 

Table IIII.

O~ tf1n51 tlOu elements of the third

Inn nr uudeeule xs-Sp Sda Sdr sriw ss,r Sda Gp, ~P~ 6p, 6, 6d, 6dsy 6d,., 6Js

Rena

~Ne

[«~~CN~]r

[PtClii]'

[P((NI h}CL]
[AuBy]-
HgCh

68

6S
63

FS
6$

6S
68'

z

z

z

z

z

2

z

2

z z

L 2 2 21

12 2 2 2 2 2 2 2~

I~ z z z z 2 2 2 21

IZ
-2

21

2
21

2 2 2

~~ a 2 2 2

~~ z 2 2 2

~? Z~

~ 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 cuLic quantixalinn 
a 2 2 21 ninedunc~ioned quantimlinn

Prom the electronic

tiidgwicA~ `T4e

distribution can be predicted the magnetic 

eledrnnic tlrcnry of-valencp'~ pp. zoo-r S, T.nndon, [gz9.

property of

7J N. V,
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compounds. Of the compounds in Table tII and X111, the follolring 

paramagnetic and all others diamagnetic. 

                     Ta61e SIV.

ComFmnml
Yredicled number of

unpnirnl eletlrons
Prc~licl ed Bobr

mngnefons
Olverved Dohr

mngnefooi

[CQNf [~k] h

[CQCNk]K~

[N(Nfi~k]ISu
[Cu(Nliik](NOgk

3

3

r

3.57

3s~

z.S3

r •i3

3.60

3•'Jr

3.03

r •$5

    As can be seen the prediction coincides with the observation in all the cases, 

even for compounds n•hich contradict the \t%clo-Raudisch rule."r hor example 

[Ni(CN),]', [AuBq]- and [Pt(NIl,}.Cl,] have 34, 3q and 84 electrons reslxctively 
around the co-ordination center, and paramagnetism • is expected from the Welo-

Baudisch rule. These compounds are, however, diamagnetic as can be predicted 

by the present theory. The magnetic property of compounds of transition 
elements trill be dealt with in detail at another opportunity. 

             Coordination Theory and Absorption Spectra. 

    Absorption spectra of co-ordination compounds generally consist of absorption 

bands of three kinds. One of the present authors""Or has come to [he conclusion 

that the first band is due to electron transition in unsaturated d-shells. A com-

pound whose d-shell is either cmpt}' or full, does not give rise to the first 
band10f"'. The second band is attributed to co-ordination electrons.°"""" Since, 
from the viewpoint of the present co-ordination theory, all the compounds, organic 

as .yell as inorganic, are co-ordination compounds, they Worst have the second 

band. An example of application of the co-ordination theory to absorption 

spectra of organic compounds has already been shown!" "I'he present author has 

also found that the third band is due to neutralization behveen the central cation 
and the ligand anion and appears when a pair or pairs of negative radicals arc 

      S) L. A. \Vcln and O. RaudL:cL, Aalraq 116, Z$9. 606 (r9'$)• 
      9) R. Tshchida, /rrrll. CJmm. Sx. Jr/gn, 13; 38S (t935} 

     to) R. Truchidn, J. Chrm. Sx. Jrrpnr, 59, 73t Cr93S} ' 
     r t) S. Kashimnin and R. Tsathida, f. Ckrm. .Sx. Ja~rnr, 60, 34i 0939 

     r2) R Tsathida, J C/um. Sx. Jirrrrn, 59, Sr9 (tg3S} 
     r3) R. Tsachidn and T. '1'sumaki,- Ifrrll. C/rrm..Sar. Jnpm, 13, $z7 (r93S} 

    tq) R Tsathida, JTnIl. Cktnr. Sa. fr~nuy 13, 436 (r93S)• 
     t$) R Tarchidn, J Clrenr. Soc. j+jnr, 59, 73t (r93S1 

     r6) R. Tsathida and S. Karhimolo, Jlull. C/mue. Sx. Jynn, ll, 73$ (t);6). 
     r7) II. Karma and R. Tsuehidn+ J. Chem. Sac. Japan, 59, u4z Cr93S}
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  co-ordinated in trams-positions of an octahedral or planar complex.""ijel The fact 
  that negative radicals co-oniinatcd in trams-positions give rise to the third hanri 

  ma}' be explained in ten:u of the eigenfunctions in the octahedral quantization, 
  in which bonds in trams-directions are closely related with each other throua+L 

  fi-functions while honrls in cis-positions are less closely connected. In the tetra-
  hedral gnantization, however, all the bond functions arc equally related with one 

  another and such compounds have always the third hand. As an example stay 

  be cited chromate ion which has [he third hand along with the second."' Detailed 
  discussion on the relation between absorption spectra and cigenfunctions will be 

  reported later. 

                          Summary. 

      (1) The zeroth order eigenfwtctions (or the formation of compounds of 
  various co-ordination numbers are given. 

      (a) It Las been shown that the octahedral bond is the strongest of all the 
  co-ordination bonds. 

      (;) The method of finding the confignation of compounds of typical and 
  transition elements has been reported. 

      (¢) The composition alone of an ion or molecule of any element being 

  given, the e]ectronic distribution, the magnetic moment as well as the external 
  configuration can be predicted in satisfactory coincidence with the observed data. 

      (5) The relation between the configuration and the absorption spectrum has 
  been referred to. 

              Chemixtry Deparlmeatt, Faculty of Science, 
                     Oxnka Imycr-ial Uraa;ersity. 

                                                     (Receirc.l Yovendxr m, I9.i9) 

        t3) R. T~uchida and 'tf. 6olrrysshi, Dtdl. Chum. Sot. Jufun, 13, q7t (t93S}




